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Cloudistics Ignite Cloud Platform

PRIVATE CLOUD,
PREMIUM EXPERIENCE

In today’s cloud centric world, you're asked to
choose from two options.

PARTNERS

The first, public cloud, is simple to buy. But it
comes with spiraling costs and hidden limitations
that result in a loss of control and decreasing
satisfaction over time.
The second, do-it-yourself private cloud, gives you
control over your ecosystem and costs, but is hard
to implement and maintain, cutting into the value
IT offers.
Cloudistics gives you a premium private cloud experience
without the downsides of other cloud technologies. By
choosing our Cloudistics Ignite Cloud Platform, you get
the simplicity and agility of the public cloud behind your
firewall, without losing control. We take you beyond other
approaches for better satisfaction and better outcomes.
Based on open source technologies, the Cloudistics
Ignite platform makes hardware invisible and composes
network, compute, and storage on demand as your
applications demand it. You get to focus on business
need, not hardware and management.
Your business runs on applications. That's why we
integrated an Application Marketplace into the product.
With templates from leading vendors, you can create
an IT operating system and application ecosystem in
minutes instead of hours.

“Turn-key solution for rapid delivery of applications”

“The first true software defined infrastructure”

CLOUDISTICS WILL ALWAYS DELIVER:
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CLOUD MANAGEMENT
Manage your private cloud, from the cloud,
delivering overall control, orchestration and
management from an HTML 5 based SaaS
portal, freeing CPU, memory, and storage
space for your applications.

CLOUDISTICS APPLICATION MARKETPLACE
With it, you have a library of enterprise
applications templates ready for deployment
in minutes instead of hours. The templates are
regularly updated by Cloudistics to keep you in
sync with the latest and greatest capabilities.

SINGLE PANE OF GLASS
The entire Ignite Cloud Platform is managed
and controlled from one vanity web address.
No longer do you need a console for each
component within your data center. Manage
your private cloud, like the public cloud.

LIMITLESS SCALE
Cloudistics delivers resources in a clusterless
fashion and we federate all compute, memory,
and storage, so no limitations like clustered
environments or file-systems.

SELF SERVICE & MULTITENANCY
Cloudistics creates pools of resources and allows
those pools to be carved, thin provisioned,
and delivered to tenants within the platform.
Remove the temptation of ‘shadow IT’ by
delivering a solution that addresses the
speed and agility requirements of the most
demanding users.
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EARLYSENSE SUPPORT
Get proactive and interactive support with a
single point of contact, phone-home proactive
parts dispatch, chat support within the cloud
controller and single click log collection and
retrieval.

A TURNKEY PLATFORM
Cloudistics gives you a private cloud -- hardware,
software, compute, storage, and networking, all
for one price – cables, application templates, and
support included.

AUTOMATIC UPDATES
Don’t manage hardware—when updates are
available, users are presented with the option to
deploy software and hardware updates in a nondisruptive manner.

NO HYPERVISOR TAX
Looking to reduce annual costs associated
with your hypervisor? We offer an all-inclusive
virtualized platform, including the hypervisor!

MULTI-SITE PROTECTION
Lets you set up multi-site snapshots and
replication for all-inclusive backup, disaster
recovery and business continuity.

Experience the Cloudistics difference for yourself
visit us at www.cloudistics.com/livedemo
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